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To all my loyal Galleries, their sales representatives 
and trade professionals, it is with deepest gratitude, that  

I thank you for your continued support of my art. 
Your efforts allow me to pursue my life’s deepest passion.

A very special thanks to 
the man behind the woman.

– Estella

SPECIAL THANKS



This book was created specifically for our team 
of sales professionals, to educate and showcase 
how Estella’s work comes together. This  
understanding is vital for ordering one of her 
original unique sculptures. We strive for the 
ordering process to be easy and effortless.

Galleries
Estella’s work is sold through a network of  
Galleries worldwide. For a list of galleries 
please visit us at www.EstellaFransbergen.com.

Trade Professionals
Trade professionals that do not have a gallery 
in their area, please contact our office to speak 
with a team member, 904-686-8850 or visit us  
at www.EFfineart.com.

Trade professionals should belong to an  
association such as the ASID, IIDA, IBD, AIA  
or another nationally-recognized organization, 
and have a business license and current sales 
tax resale certificate.

We do not sell retail to the client or end user. 
We are only sold through art galleries and 
trade professionals.

PICTURED: Bronze torso with 54 hand-blown 
glass plates. 79” tall, 53” wide.
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GEMSTONES
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RAKU PROCESS
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DESIGN STYLES
Pages 18 - 21

LIGHT BASES
Pages 30 - 31

Front cover: Clay white cold selenite, quartz, European crystals,  
silver-plated leaves on a large quartz specimen. 74” tall.

Back cover: Bronze torso mounted on bronze branches with silver-plated 
leaves. This is the Marquette of a 20-foot-tall sculpture people would walk 
under as they entered the lobby of the Salvador Dali Exhibition in Monterey, 
California. There is a laser projection clock that projects the time on the floor, 
under the sculpture, while patrons walk through – walking through time.

ARCHITECTURAL
Pages 22 - 25



The rare and beautiful embellishments 
Estella selects for each sculpture  
is one of many reasons her work  
continues to rise in value. These  
materials have made her work a  
worthy and solid investment. 

Estella travels the world to find the 
semi-precious gemstones, which  
has helped her develop a keen sense 
of quality for her original sculptures, 
which range from 26 to 86 inches or 
higher. The fine detail Estella uses in  
her art work have established a  
niche market that’s demonstrated  
remarkable investment growth in 
value over her lifetime. Some of  
Estella’s larger sculptures have  
been hand worked with more  
than 2,500 gemstones.

In addition to the use of  
semi-precious gemstones, Estella  
selects certain special sculptures  
to be mounted on large gemstone  
specimens, which adds additional 
value and a more natural feel  
to the sculpture. 

These stones are used in  
connection with lighted 
pedestals to amplify the effects 
of each sculpture. The variation 
allows each sculpture to make a  
wildly different statement, with  
each one telling a custom tale  
that makes for a distinctive  
presentation every time.

The following pages describe  
how each sculpture is made, the  
process Estella takes to create  
her art, and the elements that  
go into making each sculpture 
unique and an investment. 

PICTURED: Bronze torso with  
amber, European crystals and  
quartz on a citrine geode base.  
74” tall.

In Celebration of the Human Form...I begin with clay and sculpt the torso 
using the coil-building technique. The simplicity of the torso captures the 
essence of the soul. That, together with the primitive firing techniques  
of sawdust and Raku, brings me back to my South African roots. The  

beauty of the colors in the clay is created by the intensity of the fire. Each  
torso comes from the fire with a uniqueness all its own. This element of  
surprise and individuality celebrates the human form.

In Celebration of Mother Nature…I “dress” the naked form of the torso  
to represent nature using feathers, branches, leaves and gemstones.  
I use semi-precious and rare stones formed over millions of years. Ancient  
science tells us that each stone has a symbolic meaning and our eyes detect 
the unique beauty of what lies within each.

My sculptures reflect my total life experiences. Born and raised in South  
Africa, I studied art in the Netherlands and now reside on the edge of the  
Ocala National Forest. These experiences have exposed me to cultural  
diversity and the beauty of nature.

My work is the expression of the human form…and the embodiment  
of beauty entwined with the powers of Nature.”
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The torsos and shoulders set the stage for the remainder of the sculpture. In fashion, 
there are numerous types of shoulder and neckline styles that give the wearer a  

different look; the same is true for the torsos and shoulders Estella creates. 

Choosing the shoulder style sets the tone for the overall aesthetic of the  
sculpture. Shoulders can be dainty, strong or whimsical, but will ultimately 

reflect the personality of the owner.

It has taken a lifetime of talent and skill. Each of Estella’s sculptures 
is done one by one, making each an original. 

There are numerous styles available including one and two shoulders,  
no shoulders, an added necklace or broach, wraps, collars and toppers;  

all of which can be created using a wide range of media and organic materials. 

PICTURED: Clay yellow gold and white gold smoky quartz, European crystals 
 and quartz. 62” tall.
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NO SHOULDERS

Bronze high-polished patina with Herkimer dia-
mond brooch.

NO SHOULDERS WITH BROOCH

Clay gold overglaze. 
NO SHOULDERS

Clay high-fired overglaze with amethyst brooch. 
Brooch colors and sizes are unlimited in selection. 
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TWO SHOULDERS WITH COLLAR
Clay, gold overglaze with carved collar in white 
gold overglaze. 

ONE SHOULDER
Bronze high-polished patina with wrap over  
shoulder. 

TWO SHOULDERS WITH NECKLACE
Clay white Raku-fired embellished with baroque 
pearls and European crystals. 

TWO SHOULDER COLLAR WITH SCULPTED FLOWER
Clay white Raku with silver-plated collar and 
sculpted flower. 

ONE SHOULDER WRAP
Clay with yellow gold overglaze torso, both white 
and yellow gold overglaze were combined to  
create a beautiful wrap.

NO SHOULDERS WITH CARVED NECKLINE
Clay torso copper-plated with carved delicate  
neckline.
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TWO CARVED SHOULDERS WITH BROOCH

Clay gold overglaze, hand-carved neckline with 
silver rub.

TWO SHOULDERS WITH BROOCH
Clay sawdust-fired quartz brooch. Brooches  
available in a variety of stones. 

NO SHOULDERS ILLUMINATION SERIES
Clay high-fired overglaze with cast-carved glass 
illumination neckline. 



Different patinas, glazes, or a lack thereof,  
finish the story Estella’s works has to tell. Some 

sculptures go completely “naked” allowing for a 
clearer view of the character given to the clay via the 

Raku firing process. Other sculptures have metal glazes 
or patinas that generate a smoothed and elegant look.

Ranging from 24-ct gold glazes to three different types of 
bronze patinas – pearly white, traditional bronze, and highly 
polished bronze – the sculptures range in color as well as 
look and feel, giving off energies that stretch the spectrum 
from elegant and regal to naturalized earthen tones and 
anywhere in between. 

Each choice in the finishing touches gives the sculpture 
something distinctive to say. Combined with the firing  
techniques and the choices in stones, the variety of  

distinct choices assures that no two sculptures are  
identical and each one tells a unique and powerful tale. 

Each sculpture is its own special conversation with the  
viewer, conveying their ideals and values without  

a single word spoken.

Take a closer look at some of the examples and 
let us know if a particular design speaks to you.

PICTURED: Clay sawdust fired baroque pearls 
and European crystals. 48” tall.
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RAKU

This is an example of how  
the open wood fire paints the  
torso with different shades  
and textures making each  
sculpture unique.

NAKED RAKU

Notice how the fire in the pit can 
paint symbols upon Estella’s  
work; in this sculpture it’s an 
upside down heart across the 
breasts. 

The fire pit paints each torso sculpture differently.  
Naked Roku allows the natural beauty of the clay 
and Mother Nature to emerge.

WHITE RAKU

NAKED RAKU
The Naked Raku is Estella’s signature style. The 
contrast of light and dark shows where the fire 
painted portions of the torso.

Estella instinctively learned the art of Raku as a little 
girl digging clay out of the native rivers in South Africa, 
and building small fires that her parents did not know 
about, to harden her works of art. Over the years, she 
has been mentored to perfect her craft. 

Each of Estella’s sculptures are hand-crafted one-by-
one. Each sculpture is removed from the fire pit while 
still glowing red hot and placed into a drum with a lid 

void of oxygen. It’s the lack of oxygen that gives each 
original sculpture its unique finish.

Naked Raku has a thin clay slip coating and as the fire 
heats up, it cracks and the fire pulls the oxygen from 
the clay. This slip cracks from the heat and the fire gets 
into the cracks and paints the torso with black burn 
marks. This is Estella’s signature style of clay work. 

WHITE RAKU
Take note of the beautiful texture 
where some of the glaze was 
burned off. Even if two sculptures 
are burned together, they will 
emerge differently. 

WHITE RAKU
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Raku is a traditional Japanese sculpture firing technique in which 
the clay sculptures are placed directly in an open fire pit. The 
fire pit is fueled with hard wood, and wood is added until the pit 
reaches 1,800 degrees. The clay sculptures are taken from the fire 

pit while still glowing red hot and placed into a drum filled with materials 
that easily catch on fire, such as pine needles, leaves and sawdust. After 
the red hot torso is in the drum, the lid is put on, which starves the  
sculpture of oxygen. This process is called reduction and creates a won-
derful variety of colors. The burning materials take oxygen from the clay 
itself, leaving magnificent matte black strokes of color. 

This unique process gives the sculptures a distinctive look and color to  
their finish, both before and after glazing (if glazed), generating a purely 
elemental design that brings life to the sculpture. Using different items 
means that each torso has its own life story to tell, and imbues them with 
personality and depth of character before anything else is tied into the 
sculpture itself.

Estella’s use of this style when firing her sculptures means that each 
design has its own “fingerprint” before any other elements are added to 
the mix. The wires, the gemstones, and every bit of ornamental lighting are 
customized to fit the persona within the original sculpture.RA
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PICTURED: Bronze torso and amber, 
European crystals and quartz  
on a citrine geode base, with a 46” 
diameter black walnut light base.  
74” tall.
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Adding a clear lacquer to the bronze gives the 
torso a finish that reveals the finer details. 

SILVER-PLATED BRONZE
Adding a layer of silver plating to a bronze torso 
gives the sculpture an extra layer of shine and 
character. 

BRONZE HIGH POLISHSILVER NITRATE PATINA
Ageless in its elegance, adding silver nitrate to 
a bronze torso gives the bronze a softness and 
warm color while adding a bit of shine.

Estella sculpts the original sculpture from clay, then  
a mold is made from the original clay sculpture to  
create a detailed wax duplicate. The second shell is 
made around the wax, and after that shell is hardened 
and put into the kiln where the wax is melted out.  

At this point the shell is ready to be poured with bronze. 
This process is called the lost wax casting technique.  
In this medium, her patinas range from several types  
of high heat using acid and dyes, high-polished bronze, 
silver plating. 

BRONZE

Bronze sculptures have a traditional, yet modern 
feel. These sculptures have the ability to transcend 
through time and offer lasting beauty.

HIGH-HEATED BRONZE
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SAWDUST

CLAY SAWDUST FIRED
Each torso has its own texture and 
coloring that is completely unique.

CLAY SAWDUST FIRED
Color moves across the torso like 
a paintbrush. 

For her sawdust sculptures, Estella uses a 55-gallon drum 
in place of a pit. Sawdust sculptures must have a steady 

stream of fuel, such as sawdust, leaves and pine needles. 
The drum must constantly be fed with fuel and air.  

OVERGLAZE
Over glazing is the process of adding an additional 
layer over the existing media. A glaze can give a  

sculpture a completely new look by adding new colors 
and textures. There are several glaze options available.

CLAY SAWDUST FIRED
The leaves, pine needles and  
sawdust dance along the clay  
resulting in different tones.

YELLOW GOLD, SAWDUST, CRACKLE
Clay gold overglaze then sawdust 
fired to achieve an antique crackle 
patina, very rich in luster.

MULTIPLE LAYERS OF OVERGLAZE
This unique sculpture was fired 
several times with multiple  
colors of overglaze to achieve  
this outrageous finish. The  
neckline is silver plated.

YELLOW GOLD OVERGLAZE
This overglaze is eight percent 
real gold and has a beautiful luster 
as close in color to 24-carats. It 
does require occasional buffing.

GLASS

ILLUMINATION SERIES
Clay sawdust-fired. A thin, glass neckline gives 
the torso an added touch of texture, contrast and 
grace that is not commonly seen in sculptures.

CAST GLASS WITH FROSTED WRAP
This sculpture used clear glass for the torso with 
a frosted glass for the wrap. The two pieces were 
melted together to create a stunning effect.

It took Estella and her team of craftsmen years to perfect 
their techniques that avoid cracks, bubbles and  
cloudiness. Some sculptures can take weeks to cool 
properly in order for the glass to settle to the ideal  
thickness, clarity and texture.  

Glass is used in many of Estella’s sculptures either as a  
primary medium or as a delicate detail that enhances  
the beauty and feminine nature of a sculpture.

CAST GLASS SHOES
Unlike Cinderella’s glass slippers, 
this pair sticks together and won’t 
expire. Adding a pair of blown 
glass, hand sculpted glass high 
heels raises the level elegance  
and femininity. 

ILLUMINATION SERIES
Clay high-fired overglaze torso. 
This hand-sculpted, etched glass 
neckline brings a new layer of  
sophistication. The cast glass  
neckline sits flush with the top  
of the torso on this sculpture.

ILLUMINATION SERIES
Clay sawdust-fired torso. The 
waves etched into this delicate 
glass neckline give the idea of 
movement.



The fine details that Estella uses to  
complete her sculptures are what takes  

her sculptures to a new level.

Her hand-selected materials include many  
items such as the Herkimer Diamond Brooch, 
Hand Crocheted Wire Dress, Wispy Wire 
Dress, Shoes with Inlaid Diamonds, and Cast 
Glass.

The rare and beautiful embellishments Estella  
selects for each sculpture are a key reason that  
her work has increased in value over the years.  
These details have made all of her work a  
worthy investment.

Some of Estella’s larger sculptures have been  
hand-assembled with more than 2,500 
gemstones! Estella travels the world to find 
the perfect stones which has helped her 
develop a keen sense of quality for her 
investment sculptures. This quality  

and attention to detail has helped  
Estella’s work become easy to both  
appraise and insure.

PICTURED: Bronze, high-polished, 
fire opals and European crystals. 
56” tall.
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NATURAL STONE BASE
There is an unlimited selection of colors and sizes 
of natural stones that can be used. A natural stone 
base adds a new level of Mother Nature’s beauty.

CRYSTAL CLEAR BASE
The simplicity of a crystal clear base helps  
showcase the beauty of a sculpture, especially 
those with detailed shoes. 

ONYX OR MARBLE BASES
These types of bases show a contrast between the 
sculpture and the element used to hold it to the 
Earth. There is a natural beauty in marble and onyx.

20 | www.EstellaFransbergen.com
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ORGANIC

DRIFTWOOD
Clay white Raku torso offers a soft 
contrast to the hard driftwoods 
from Lake Michigan and the 
Atlantic Ocean beaches.

OLD MONEY
Clay gold overglaze then sawdust 
fired for a soft burnished effect. 
This technique blends with the 
sheen of the silver dollars. 

DIAMOND AND DOLLARS
Clay high-fired, silver dollar 
skirt with a Herkimer diamond 
brooch.

WISPY FEATHER ROCK
Clay sawdust fired with intricate 
carved shoulders embellished 
with twigs, leaves and phantom 
quartz upon a feather rock base.

SHORTI LEAVES
Clay sawdust-fired torso, metal  
leaves and small gemstones 
showcase the beauty of nature 
and balance.

PHEASANT FEATHERS & PLANTS
Clay sawdust-fired torso with  
a pearl necklace accents the 
flowy peasant feathers and a  
silver dollar skirt.

Estella has an intimate connection to Mother Nature’s 
gifts. These organic sculptures are for those who wish  
to feel more connected to the earth and environment.  

These sculptures blend Estella’s unparalleled connection 
to clay and nature’s materials in order to create  
sculptures with complete originality and longevity. 
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ONE-SIDED
This style represents 
the beauty and 
balance found 
in asymmetry.

ORIGINAL LONG 
DRESS
This style is what made 
Estella famous. The 
traditional long dress 
with semi-precious 
stones is a signature 
Estella sculpture. 

WISPY
The Wispy style is  
similar to a ballerina’s 
tutu and has the  
ability to float in  
multiple directions.

SHORTI
A Shorti is a perky, 
happy version of the 
traditional long dress. 

CROCHET WISPY
This combination  
of styles uses 
hand-crochet wire  
and semi-precious 
stones to design a  
look that really lets  
the art build its 
own form.

CROCHET
Estella hand crochets 
these sculptures using 
thin wire. Some skirts 
have as much as 
1,300 yards of wire to 
produce the full skirt 
style.



Estella’s architectural sculptures 
showcase the female torso in ways 

that are vastly different than her 
other works. 

Glass, wire, candles, larger stones 
and organic materials are often used 
to design a sculpture that highlights 

the beauty and uniqueness of the 
elements. These works give Estella 

more room to explore artistic  
boundaries and bring an added level 

of customization.

Adding an architectural sculpture to 
a space can immediately set the tone 
for the room. Positivity and patience 

are common feelings when in the 
presence of fine art. 

PICTURED: Hand-crafted torso, 
finished in bronze with 7.5 carats of 

diamonds along the collar.  
Finished height is 74-inches tall. 

Embellishments include 2,500 pearls, 
high-quality European crystals,  

silver-plated leaves, quartz stones 
and a 100 pound quartz stone base. 

Sculpture is feated in the foyer of the 
Boardwalk super yacht. 
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EMBELLISHMENTS

BRONZE LACE
Estella is casting old lace. What 
a great place to re-propose and 
transform a wedding dress into  
a beautiful bronze sculpture.

SILVER-PLATED LEAVES
Electro plating is not limited to 
copper, but if the budget allows, 
silver plating is also available. 

ILLUMINATION SERIES
This overglaze includes several  
colors with a copper-plated,  
silver-rubbed caved neckline.

CORSET
Adding a detailed corset gives 
the sculpture a more intimate 
feel.

WHITE AND YELLOW GOLD
This white and with yellow gold 
overglaze creates an elegant  
carved topper neckline.

FLAT-BACK CRYSTALS
These beautiful crystals are  
fastened directly to the torso  
in many designs and colors.

Stones and organic materials are often used in Estella’s  
sculptures, but she constantly creates new embellishments 
that use elements from Mother Nature and showcase 

the natural beauty of existing materials. Her use of new 
glaze techniques, beading, plating and more can add 
special touches to any sculpture. 
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BRONZE AND GLASS
This life size bronze sculpture  
includes 54 hand blown glass 
plates that change the energy  
in any lobby or room. This is a 
sculpture people will stop to  
admire.

TREASURE CHEST BRONZE
Look inside and find a hidden  
treasure. This large stone geode 
holds a secret - a floating Shorti 
sculpture with under lighting.

PAY ATTENTION
Bronze torso and bronze twigs  
embellished with silver-plated 
leaves and European crystals. 
Inside the torso is a laser light 
that projects time on the floor. It 
reminds us that time is a gift.

BRONZE WITH AMETHYST
Offering protection and safe  
haven to the Wispy sculpture.

FLOATING BRONZE
Look closely and notice that this 
sculpture floats atop the base 
without a support pole. The skirt 
is designed to support the weight 
of the stones and the torso.

DALI INSPIRED BRONZE
This sculpture goes back to when 
Estella first started creating torsos. 
The spinning base is embellished 
with European crystals.

ARCHITECTURAL
Throughout history, architecture has stood as a 
representation of society reflecting values, success, and 
even failure. Monumental structures and sculptures can 
be found in residences and buildings throughout the 
world and can impact the fabric and personality of a 

city. As a society, we’re coming to understand the  
effects art and  architecture has on people. These 
unique sculptures will have a positive impact on everyday 
life, whether at home, in the office or a place of  
relaxation and reflection.



REPLACEMENT COST AND APPRAISALS
We work with gemologists and art appraisers for the 
purpose to providing an appraisal, or a statement of 
replacement cost, for value and insurance purposes.

INVEST IN ESTELLA
Over the past decade Estella’s work has appreciated  
just over 900%, representing an excellent investment. 
Additionally, over the years, she has developed a sixth 
sense for selecting quality precious and semi-precious 
gemstones. These selections have added solid value  
to her sculptures, which is better than most investments 
and money in the bank. As a bonus, the sculpture  
will reside within the home or business and bring joy  
to each day.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY
Each sculpture receives a certificate of authenticity that 
describes each of the elements within the sculpture, 
including the torso materials, gemstones used, bases, 
lighting and more. 
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VALUE
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Each design Estella creates has a unique use of and focus on particular  
gemstones to tell a specific tale and give off a certain energy.

These stones are used in connection with the lighted pedestals  
to amplify the effects of each sculpture. The variation allows each sculpture 

to make a wildly different statement, with each one telling a custom tale 
that makes for a distinctive presentation every time.

In addition to using stones within the sculptures, Estella also makes  
bases for the sculptures out of stones. This helps give the sculpture a 
more natural feel while also being able to work well in environments 

that desire a more nature-oriented approach.

Each stone used in one of these sculptures has a specific meaning 
and a historical significance behind its artistic application. On the 

following pages, you will find a list of the main stones used in 
each of Estella’s sculptures so you can better understand what 

each stone conveys and determine which stone is the 
right fit for your own custom-made sculpture.



EUROPEAN CRYSTALS
The use of European crystals adds a touch of 
sparkle. These high-quality stones are used  
to bring together elegance and sophistication.

QUARTZ
Quartz is considered the “master” of all crystals – 
best known for its ability to amplify other stones. 
Adding quartz to any sculpture gives more clari-
ty, light, energy and depth to the other elements.

SAPPHIRE
Sapphires are available in many colors; each has 
its own energies and powers. These stones help 
restore balance to the mind and body, and bring 
a sense joy, light and prosperity.

Blue Topaz is a stone of peacefulness, calming to 
the emotions and ideal for meditation. It is a  
magnifier of thought, assisting those who serve 
others and wish to attune their inner guidance.

BLUE TOPAZ

Fluorite is available in a wide range of colors and 
is used to cleanse the atmosphere of confusion. It 
helps with finding balance and clearing the mind.

FLUORITE

CITRINE
Citrine encourages the imagination and  
stimulates creativity through mental clarity. It is 
commonly used to help activate clearer thinking 
by harmonizing energies.
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SELENITE
Selenite is a quick-acting stone used to clear 
away negativity from the body and mind. It helps 
with guidance and harmonizing the spirit.

Opals are an emotional stone and reflect the 
moods of those who behold it. It intensifies 
emotions, releases inhibitions, and encourages 
independence and freedom. 

OPALS PEARLS
Pearls are symbolic of wisdom gained through 
experience, and are believed to offer protection, 
attract good luck and wealth. Pearls are emblems 
of loyalty, generosity, integrity, and purity.
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Amber is a symbol of beauty and tenderness,  
a good luck talisman for increasing natural  
radiance and attracting lasting love. It is used  
to protect against negative outside influences.

AMBER AMETHYSTS
Amethyst is a stone symbolizing protection  
and serves as a cleansing stone. It is known  
for amplifying positive energy and repelling harm.

HERKIMER DIAMONDS
These diamonds are a type of quartz crystal that 
embody pure spirituality. The stones can sing in  
a way that purifies surrounding energies.
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AESTHETICALLY ELEGANT IDEALLY SHAPED

LOVELY LIGHTSMODERN WOOD CAPTIVATING CORNERS

TASTEFULLY DESIGNED

A DRAMATIC STATEMENT AT HOMEWHEN CIRCULAR IS BEST OVAL BASES
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You’ve finally found the perfect sculpture 
for your home, office or commercial  
building and are ready to put it on display 
so everyone can admire it.

It should be the centerpiece of attention 
and draw eyes to it. Lighting your sculpture 
is an important step in creating the perfect 
ambiance for any room. It not only brings 
out the colors and texture, but it also 
highlights your sculpture and makes it the 
focal point.

Whether you are putting it on display at 
home, office, commercial building, or in a
museum there are different considerations 
that should be made when deciding to light
it. Lighting your sculpture is an important 
step in creating the perfect ambiance.

Lighted bases created by Michael Anthony  
Studio are all designed and built by 
Michael Anthony himself, a master wood 
craftsman with over 40 years of experience 
in wood working and lighting. The bases 
have all been designed to accentuate your 
sculpture to perfection and look as though 
it was designed for the piece itself.

Visit our website at  
www.michaelanthonystudio.com for  
more information



LIST OF GALLERIES 
www.estellafransbergen.com

SOURCE FOR ALL 
Trade Professionals & Sales Representatives

www.EFfineart.com

Marketing 
mastudioinc@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL AGENT 
Michael Havers

michael@progressivefineart.com

LIGHTING
www.michaelanthonystudio.com

BOOK DESIGN
www.SweetTeaCommunications.com
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